Pais particle mixture theory'&' is the regeneration of the K1 from the K2 neutral meson. We examine the three possible types of regeneration and give the results of an experiment that exhibits the expected transformations as demanded by the theory. The experiment also allows an estimate of the difference between the masses of K1 and K2.
One of the three types of regeneration has been described previously'. A plate inserted into a parallel beam of K2 particles produces a parallel beam of K1 particles. This phenomenon, which we will henceforth call transmission-regeneration, is in striking contrast with other known processes whereby a particle transforms into another one: a parallel beam of charged pions obviously cannot produce a parallel beam of neutral pions by interacting with a'plate.
Here we point out another process that typically follows from the theory, namely the regeneration by diffraction. The ratio between (1) and (2) 8. with R/u, which is plotted in Fig. 2 
